
SMA 230

Product Type: Lift Autodialer

Installation: Behind COP

Protocol: P100

Dimension: 138x25mm



Smart Dialer features
Fit in alarm button, keypad, microphone, loudspeaker, yellow/green LED

Fitting on stud screws (provided)

Compatible with calling points on top/under the car or in the pit

Features of the Smart Dialer PSTN version

Two versions available :

version A: 12V with external power supply

version B:  

 24V with fit in charger and external battery for the other models (SMA230,
SMA205, SMA206, SMA 232, SMA233, SMA234)

 24V with fit in charger and battery in the product
 (SMA 204)
 Integrated P100 and Micome Protocol
 Plug’n Play (easy installing and wiring solutions with RJ45 and Phoenix

connections)
 Compliant with EN81-28, EN81-70, EN81-20
 Easy programming with multi-lingual audio assistance and statement of the

recorded parameters
 Llne echo canceller for an optimal audio quality automatic configuration of the

audio system for a perfect acoustic
 3 cabin call numbers and 3 technician call numbers shortcut programming for

EN81-28
 Lift identification by telephone number, DTMF code or audio message
 Call acknowledgement and remotely alarm mode
 Cyclical test calls with or without pick-up
 Until 9 Smart Dialer on the same phone line
 Configuration of the alarm buttons NO or NC
 Configurable incoming calls
 Loudspeaker setting directly on the keyboard
 Alarm filtering input
 Pictograms output (yellow and green LED)
 CANCEL button on the keyboard
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Product Type: Lift Autodialer

Installation: Fitted in the cabine

Protocol: P100

Dimension: 224x120x26mm

 Included: autodialer, resistant stainless-steel face
plate, alarm button, microphone, loudspeaker,
yellow/green LED and engraved instructions

 Compatible with calling points on top/under
the car or in the pit

 Installation template provided



Built-in emergency phone to be 
installed in the car. Perfect solution to 
be fitted independently of the COP
Features of the Smart Dialer PSTN version

- two versions available :

version A: 12V with external power supply

version B:

 24V with fit in charger and battery in the product
 (SMA 204)
 24V with fit in charger and external battery for the other models (SMA230,

SMA205, SMA206, SMA 232, SMA233, SMA234)
 Integrated P100 and Micome Protocol
 Plug’n Play (easy installing and wiring solutions with RJ45 and Phoenix

connections)
 Compliant with EN81-28, EN81-70, EN81-20
 Easy programming with multi-lingual audio assistance and statement of the

recorded parameters
 Llne echo canceller for an optimal audio quality automatic configuration of the

audio system for a perfect acoustic
 3 cabin call numbers and 3 technician call numbers shortcut programming for

EN81-28
 Lift identification by telephone number, DTMF code or audio message
 Call acknowledgement and remotely alarm mode
 Cyclical test calls with or without pick-up
 Until 9 Smart Dialer on the same phone line
 Configuration of the alarm buttons NO or NC
 Configurable incoming calls
 Loudspeaker setting directly on the keyboard
 Alarm filtering input
 Pictograms output (yellow and green LED)
 CANCEL button on the keyboard
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